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OUR

MISSION 

Eazy Azz Pty Ltd is an Australian owned family 
business specialising in manufacturing potentially 
the Worlds 1st all in one packing , cooking and 
serving recyclable aluminium oyster tray.

We believe in only supplying quality product with

integrity and trust. We aim to provide the highest 
customer service in the industry with a 
personalized approach.  We want to be Eazy to deal 

with, excelling in expectations of our customers.

About us
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OUR 

PRODUCT
The Eazy Azz Oyster Tray was invented
to overcome the difficulty of cooking and 
serving oysters. We’ve shared our idea with 
fish mongers and retail outlets/supermarkets 
throughout Australia.  This aluminium tray 
was specifically designed for the Australian 
oyster.  The unique design of the individual 
sections in the tray limits the oyster from 
tipping over. The natural juice is retained in 
the oyster until consumed fresh or cooked.

True versatility
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OUR PRODUCT

+ LEGAL

The Eazy Azz Oyster Tray avoids double 
handling in the kitchen, making it time efficient 
and convenient for oysters lovers everywhere.  

They can be used in most social situations 
including BBQ’s, camping, events and any kitchen.

After use, wash and place in the recycle bin.

Our tray is so unique, it holds an Australian 
registered design RD 201610862 and complete 

patent has been lodged with Australian IP. 

Innovatively Unique
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PACKAGING +

PRICING 

The Eazy Azz Oyster Tray is packaged in 6 trays per 
retail pack and 40 retail packs per carton.  

For wholesalers, they are packaged with 500 
trays per carton.

The cost is simple:

$5.30 + gst per 6 pack*

$212 + gst per carton* (40 x 6 packs per carton)
$325 + gst per carton* (500 trays per carton)

Total convenience

* Cost price is less freight. Perth metro orders
receive free delivery. 
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EXISTING CUSTOMERS
National distribution

Our trays have been widely 
picked up by IGA and 

Foodland stores across WA & 
SA. We expect this distribution 

to now expand 
into other states.

A local WA favourite,
Fisho Singleton has been 

stocking our trays and trusts 
us to deliver a product that 

saves a lot of mess when 
packing or cooking oysters.

This seafood restaurant in Port 
Lincoln serves their oyster 

dishes in our tray. They also 
have a retail and wholesale 

business, where our trays are 
used for their fresh oysters.

Oysterfest in Ceduna, SA is 
celebrated every September 
long weekend for over 25 
years. We proudly supply 

oyster trays to the festival and 
support retail sales at a stall 

over the weekend.

Eazy Azz Oyster Trays are being stocked nationally in quality restaurants, retail and wholesale 
distributors and markets. Our customer service is something we hang our hat on, so you can expect 

orders on time with excellent product quality standards.  

5.
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FROM US, TO YOU 

How Eazy Azz gets…

01 ORDER

PLACED 

We can take your order 
via phone, email or 

online. It will be entered 
onto our system within 
the next 24 hours ready 
to be picked and packed. 

You will receive an 
order confirmation once 
the order is placed and 
checked against current 

stock levels.

02 PICK +

PACK

Your order is picked and 
packed at our national 

warehouse in Perth, WA. 
We endeavour to process 

our orders within 24 
hours to ensure prompt 

delivery to the customer. 
Order cutoff for next day 
pick / pack is 12:00pm 

Perth time. 

03 SHIPPED

TO YOU

All customers within 
Perth metro will have 
orders delivered direct 

to the their door. 
Orders from customers 
outside Perth metro will 

be processed through 
your nominated freight 

company’s depot.
All orders will be 

delivered within 7 days 
of being placed. 

04 CUSTOMER

SATISFACTION

Whether you’re selling 
retail packs or packing  
& cooking oysters for 
retail, the Eazy Azz 

oyster tray will help you 
to maximise satisfaction 

with your customers. 
Making oysters Eazy to 
eat so your customers 

will spend more.
We’re also proud that 

they’re 100% recyclable.
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ONLINE 

We are

DIRECT YOUR ENQUIRIES ONLINE:
Our Eazy Azz Oyster Trays are live online and can be seen at www.eazyazzoystertrays.com
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CONTACT US 

Let’s get in touch

+61 419 123 117

sales@eazyazzdistributors.com

www.eazyazzoystertray.com

Dave Skilton
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